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from Pre-feed to feed: the next 12-18 months 
Technical Conceptual design, route selection, narrowing of cost estimate, risk management                      

Regulatory Export approvals, FERC permitting and input process from stakeholders                    

Commercial Domestic gas, off-take and balancing, transportation services, LNG disposition, financing                  

Organizational FEED-stage joint—venture agreements, governance agreements, lease modifications              

Fiscal Fiscal agreement, property tax                            
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Project Stage Pre-FEED FEED Construction Online

Investment 
(Entire Project)

$400—$500 
mm

$1,500—$2,000 mm 
(Equity)

$45—65 billion 
(Debt and equity)

O&M 
Met from cash flow

Investment 
(State of Alaska)

$50—$125 
mm

$200—$500 mm 
(Equity)

$6—$15 billion  
(Debt and equity)

O&M 
Met from cash flow

Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
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How do counter-parties look at LNG projects?
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will the gas supply be 
reliable?

How much gas do the sponsors have? 
What is the technical complexity of the resource? 
What is the gas quality (level of processing needed)? 
What factors might interrupt supply (technical or political)?

Are the Sponsors 
credible?  

Do they have the technical capacity to execute project (track-record, complexity)? 
Do they have access to sufficient internal and/or external funds? 
Are they organizationally committed within their portfolios?  
What partnerships or commitments do they have (buyers, financiers, contractors)?

Is there Stakeholder  
Buy-in?

Does the sovereign support this project? 
Is the support durable and demonstrated tangibly?  
Does the local community support it (project footprint, engagement, NGO activity)? 
Is there a clear, speedy, and transparent regulatory and judicial review?

Does the ecosystem 
support development?

Can the government manage approvals, negotiate contracts, corruption) 
Is there a physical risk to the infrastructure (personnel and assets)? 
Is there sufficient existing infrastructure (roads, ports, pipelines)? 
Is there a strong labor pool (visa restrictions) and auxiliary industries (local content)?

Is the project 
Commercially viable? 

What is the project’s estimated cost relative to price expectations? 
What is the fiscal burden (government take and fiscal stability)? 
At what stage of development is the project? 
Do the project rewards offset the project risks?

Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
LNG risks 101 › AK LNG › ‘Plan B’ › what if projects are pursued concurrently › why concurrent development is problematic
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Risk Assessment: AK LNG
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AK LNG

LNG risks 101 › AK LNG › ‘Plan B’ › what if projects are pursued concurrently › why concurrent development is problematic
Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
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will the gas supply be 
reliable?

How much gas do the sponsors have? 
What is the technical complexity of the resource? 
What is the gas quality (level of processing needed)? 
What factors might interrupt supply (technical or political)?

Are the Sponsors 
credible?  

Do they have the technical capacity to execute project (track-record, complexity)? 
Do they have access to sufficient internal and/or external funds? 
Are they organizationally committed within their portfolios?  
What partnerships or commitments do they have (buyers, financiers, contractors)?

Is there Stakeholder  
Buy-in?

Does the sovereign support this project? 
Is the support durable and demonstrated tangibly?  
Does the local community support it (project footprint, engagement, NGO activity)? 
Is there a clear, speedy, and transparent regulatory and judicial review?

Does the ecosystem 
support development?

Can the government manage approvals, negotiate contracts, corruption) 
Is there a physical risk to the infrastructure (personnel and assets)? 
Is there sufficient existing infrastructure (roads, ports, pipelines)? 
Is there a strong labor pool (visa restrictions) and auxiliary industries (local content)?

Is the project 
Commercially viable? 

What is the project’s estimated cost relative to price expectations? 
What is the fiscal burden (government take and fiscal stability)? 
At what stage of development is the project? 
Do the project rewards offset the project risks?

Risk Assessment: ‘Plan B’ Project (Standalone)
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‘Plan B’

LNG risks 101 › AK LNG › ‘Plan B’ › what if projects are pursued concurrently › why concurrent development is problematic
Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
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will the gas supply be 
reliable?

How much gas do the sponsors have? 
What is the technical complexity of the resource? 
What is the gas quality (level of processing needed)? 
What factors might interrupt supply (technical or political)?

Are the Sponsors 
credible?  

Do they have the technical capacity to execute project (track-record, complexity)? 
Do they have access to sufficient internal and/or external funds? 
Are they organizationally committed within their portfolios?  
What partnerships or commitments do they have (buyers, financiers, contractors)?

Is there Stakeholder  
Buy-in?

Does the sovereign support this project? 
Is the support durable and demonstrated tangibly?  
Does the local community support it (project footprint, engagement, NGO activity)? 
Is there a clear, speedy, and transparent regulatory and judicial review?

Does the ecosystem 
support development?

Can the government manage approvals, negotiate contracts, corruption) 
Is there a physical risk to the infrastructure (personnel and assets)? 
Is there sufficient existing infrastructure (roads, ports, pipelines)? 
Is there a strong labor pool (visa restrictions) and auxiliary industries (local content)?

Is the project 
Commercially viable? 

What is the project’s estimated cost relative to price expectations? 
What is the fiscal burden (government take and fiscal stability)? 
At what stage of development is the project? 
Do the project rewards offset the project risks?

Risk Assessment: concurrent development
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AK LNG ‘Plan B’
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Pursuing two projects in parallel imperils both
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General issues The AK LNG partners are unlikely to sustain current spending levels if state is not committed 
Almost impossible to advance two projects at the cost of one 
The state will need more resources—and will need to balance between projects

Regulatory Work and 
approvals

Hard to secure approvals (FERC, DOE) for two projects at the same time 
Parallel community engagement will create confusion and complications 

Technical and design Work Competition between the projects likely to raise costs (suppliers, labor) 
Ownership of assets and intellectual property point to the need for two independent efforts

Marketing Gas Buyers will be very suspicious of seller marketing the same gas from two different projects 
Hard to see the state signing firm sales contracts while title to the gas remains unclear 
Hard for ‘Plan B’ to secure the gas while the AK LNG partners are marketing that same gas

Selecting partners List of likely partners is different (partial investor versus project sponsor) 
Very few projects are majority owned by the buyers—atypical project structure  
Almost no project where large IOCs with sizable resources sell at the wellhead 

Securing Finance Financial discussions are unlikely to advance much before all other risks have been mitigated 
Lack of clarity about finance will limit ability to advance other aspects (investors, buyers, etc.)

LNG risks 101 › AK LNG › ‘Plan B’ › what if projects are pursued concurrently › why concurrent development is problematic
Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
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Is there a better way for Alaska to develop plan B?
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what do sponsors do if LNG project is stalled?

Project just does 
not make sense

Wait

Project not a good 
fit for a partner

Exit rework new partnerswait

examples: Shtokman (Russia), Iran/Pars, 
Brass (Nigeria), Trinidad x

examples: Qatar, Angola,  
Sabine pass, Gorgon

new partners or time can 
make a difference

any plan B unlikely to make 
more progress than Plan A

It makes more sense for the State of Alaska to develop one robust project and if it fails to advance because it doesn't meet the sponsors’ financial needs, then the state could facilitate a change in ownership to push the project past the finish line

Project timeline › Risk Analysis › is there another way?
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